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Figure 1 is an oblique elevational view of the
My invention relates to meters for measuring
the time of occupancy or use of parking or other front and right hand faces of the housing and its
space, for the use of which it is desirous an incl Supporting standard;
Figure 2 is a rear view of the housing opened,
dental charge be made upon a time basis.
The prime object of the invention is the provi and disclosing the operating mechanism connect
sion of a device of the class described which may

O

mined permitted time of occupancy has elapsed;
which will indicate during its operation the time

5
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ed to the inner face of the door;

Figure 3 is a view similar to Fig. 1, but showing
be placed in operation only after the insertion of
a coln, and which will indicate when a predeter the rear and right hand faces of the housing;
Figure 4 is a perspective view of the coin re
mined period of time has elapsed after its opera
ceiving container;
tion has connenced.
Figures 5 and 6 are pictorial views illustrating
Other objects of the invention are the provision
of a device of this class which is new, novel, the preferred relation of the installed device and
practical and of utility; which, during its opera a parked vehicle;
Figure 7 is a fragmentary perspective of the
tion, Will display a signal, the signal being ar
ranged to disappear from view when the predeter inner lower portion of the housing connected to

which has elapsed since it was placed in opera
tion; which will expose to view the coin most re
cently inserted therein; and, which includes a
novel container for receiving the coins whereby
an accurate check may be kept upon those per
sons who are authorized to collect the money
received by the machines.
The device consists substantially of a lockable
housing supported upon a post or standard which
is imbedded rigidly in a permanent base, such as
a street curbing or sidewalk, adjacent the space
to be occupied; a spring for actuating the device;
a manually operated mechanism for winding the
spring; a coin receiving mechanism for control
ling actuation of the winding mechanism; a time
gauging apparatus for governing the speed at
which the device operates; a visual signal for in
dicating from a distance that the device is or is
not in Operation; a visual signal for indicating
the elapsed time after the device has been placed
in operation; and, a container for receiving the

O
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its Standard;
Figure 8 is a detail of a gasket which is used for

Sealing between the two sections of the housing;
Figure 9 is a perspective view of the front, or if

considered as in a horizontal position, of the up

per face of the rear or lower plate of the mecha
nism, and showing the parts of the mechanism
which are supported thereby;
Figure 10 is a fragmentary bottom view of the
apparatus shown in Fig. 9, and disclosing the coin
conveying portion of the device, a coin being

20
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shown in dotted lines in an operative position;
Figure 11 is a top view of a portion of the mech
anism shown in Fig. 9;

Figure 12 is a perspective view of the nether
face of the plate shown in Fig. 9;
Figure 13 is a view similar to Fig. 9 with parts
of the mechanism removed;
Figure 14 is a perspective view of the actuat

30

ing handle;

35

Figure 15 is a perspective view of the upper

face of the assembled mechanism;
Figure 16 is a plan view showing the interior of
coins.
the front section of the housing;
Figure 17 is a fragmentary section taken along
Other objects of the invention are the provision
of a mechanism which is readily adjustable to the line of Fig. 16;
Figure 18 is an elevational view, partially in
operate for various periods of time for each coin
inserted therein; which holds the coin in an op Section, showing in detail a portion of the device
erative position until the spring has been con shown in Figs. 9 and 15; and,

40

pletely instead of only partially wound; which is

45

positive in action; which is durable; and, which
will be eficient in accomplishing all the purposes
for which it is intended.

With these and other objects in view as Will
more fully appear hereinbelow, my invention con
sists in the construction, novel features, and Com
bination of parts hereinafter more fully de

scribed, pointed out in the claims hereto append
ed, and illustrated in the accompanying four
sheet drawings, of which,

Figure 19 is a sectional detail showing a ratchet

used in connection with the device.

Like characters of reference designate like

parts in all the figures.
It is understood that various changes in the
form, proportion, size, shape, weight and other
details of construction, within the scope of my
invention may be resorted to without departing
from the spirit or broad principle of my inven

50

tion and without sacrificing any of the advan

tages thereof; and it is also understood that the
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in the section. The central portion of the boss
25 is equipped with a second or further raised
The inventive idea involved is capable of receiv boss 26 which is circular in form and through
ing a variety of mechanical expressions one of the center of which is provided a perforation 27.
which, for the purpose of illustrating the inven At the apex of the boss 25 is provided a window
tion, is shown in the accompanying drawings 28 which is of a size sufficient to fully present

drawings are to be interpreted as being illustra
tive and not restrictive,

wherein:The reference numeral
O

indicates as a whole

a suitable box-like housing which comprises a
rigidly mounted rear section 2 and a front Sec
tion 3 which is hingedly connected thereto by a
pin 4. The section 2 has an integral depending
tubular sleeve portion 5 which is rigidly yet re
movably connected to the upper end of a suit
able tubular standard or post 6 by a threaded
set-screw 7 which is covered by the section 3
when it is in a closed position. The ends of the
pin 4 are preferably spot welded to the section

to view a coin therethrough.
The window 28 is closed by a transparent

pane 29, preferably of some slightly bendable
material, which is pressed into place against a
shoulder 30 (Fig. 17), the mouth of the window
being slightly smaller than the Space at the
shoulder. This structure is preferably followed
out in the glazing of the previously described
windows 23 and 24.

O

15

A plurality of raised bosses indicated by refer
ence numerals 3, 32 and 33 are provided within
the section 3, and each are equipped with a

3 in order to prevent its unauthorized removal threaded perforation 34 for receiving a stud bolt
or the pin may be held in place by a set-screw 2C. for connecting the completely assembled mecha 20
The upper end of the bore 8 of the tubular nism 40 of the device to the section 3.
The right hand side of the section 3 is equipped
portion 5 Opens into the housing section 2 and
communication is thereby established between With an elongated through slot 35 which receives
the interior of the housing and the interior of a suitable coin chute 36. The chute 36 is held
25 the post or standard 6. A substantially cylin in place by one of the stud bolts which holds 25
drical coin receptacle 9 having an upper annular the mechanism 40 in place.
A description of the working mechanism 40
projecting flange 0 for contacting the upper
surface of the tubular portion 5 is disposed with will now be given, and for the sake of clarity it is
in the bore 8 and extends downwardly within the considered throughout the description that the 30
mechanism is in a horizontal position as illus
30 bore of the post 6. The bore 8 has a notch
for receiving a longitudinally extending rib 2 trated in Fig. 2.
The mechanism consists substantially of a
formed upon the exterior surface of the recep
tacle 9 and thus prevents rotation of the recep lower or base plate 4f supporting in spaced rela
tacle within the bore. The receptacle is pro tion, upon four upstanding hollow posts 42, an
upper plate 43 which is held in rigid position 35
8 5 vided with a side opening 3 through which the
coins may be removed, and the opening is adapted by nuts 44. A housing 45 is carried by the upper
to be closed or Sealed by a gumned tape 4. The Surface of the upper plate 43 and houses a usual
upper end of the receptacle is equipped with a gear train, the escapement wheel 66 of which is
suitable coin slot 5 which passes therethrough shown in dotted lines in Fig. 15. The gear train
{{lay be of any desired or usual type by which 40
40 and which extends for a desired distance above
and below the top thereof. The interior projec a driven shaft 47 (Fig. 9) may be governed to
tion of the slot 5 acts to prevent removal of 3'Otate at a steady given speed. This may be
accomplished by an escapement or other govern
coins through the slot by inversion of the recep ing
means. The plate 4 is provided with a
tacle.
The tape 4 or its mechanical equivalent, is through perforation 43 and adjacent thereto
intended to be dated as illustrated, gi'eferakiy With an arcuate through slot 49. Perforations
with the date it is placed in the device and the 5i, 52 and 53, and an elongated slot 54 are also
date it is removed. It also may be numbered to rovided through the plate 4, and their offices
indicate the specific one of the devices within will be more fully described hereinbelow. A
rib 88 extends across the perforation 53.
50
50 which it is to be installed.
A plate 55 having an arcuate edge portion 56
The adjacent edges of the two sections 2 and 3
are provided with compieiner: grooves SS is held by rivets 57, 58 and 59 (Fig. 13) to the
which are adapted to receive ge.Si.e. i for upper Surface of the plate 4. One end of an
making a water tight seal betwee: Ener. "'he other plate, 60, together with a small block 6?,
gasket
is preferably made from a Liber hose 3 is fastened by rivets 62 and 63 to the upper sur 5 5
55
through which has been inserted a wire 9. The face of the plate 4?, and the other end of the
adjacent ends of the wire 9 protrude from the plate 6) is rigidly engaged by the rivet 57. The

20

ends of the hose 8, and the gasket, is held in portion of the plate 60 which bridges between
place by insertion of the grotruding ends of the the block 6 and the plate 55 is spaced slightly
60 Wire into holes, not shown, which are located at froin the plate 4, and the spaced portion of the 60
the points at which the groove 6 in the section piate 60 is provided with a through perfora
tion e4.
2 meets opposite sides of the portior S thereof.
With One edge held rigidly in place by rivets
Within the upper portion of tile section 2 is a
forwardly projecting pin 2; which co-acts with 58 and 59 upon the upper surface of the plate
65 a Suitable locking mechanism 22 for locking the 55 is yet another plate 65 the free edge 66 of
Sections together in a closed position. The sec which is bent to bear against the upper surface
tions 2 and 3 are respectively equipped in their of the plate 4f. The portion of the plate 65 which
upper portions with similar, transparen, water. lies between the plate 55 and the edge 66 is there
fore held in Spaced relation to the upper surface
tight Windows 23 and 24.
Referring now more particularly to Fig. 6 of the plate 4?, and this portion is so located that 70
70
wherein the interior face of the section 3 is iiiis, it passes directly over the perforation 53 pre
trated, or the upper face of the section if it is viously described herein. The perforation is of
considered as being in a norizontai position as a diameter, and the passage, described by one
shown in Fig. 2, a raised substantially trianglia: cdge of the plate 55, the down-turned edge 66 of
s

bCSS 25 is provided substantially centiaily witi, the plate 65, the upper surface of the plate 4,

75

10
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and the central portion of the plate is, is of a di wardly to project through the previously de
mention Sufficient to permit the travel of a coin scribed slot 54 in the plate 4. Downward pres
through both the passage and the perforation sure upon the portion 86 acts to move the spring
from a point adjacent the arcuate edge portion 83 downwardly and to withdraw the portion 86
56 of the plate 55.
thereof from the perforation 52.
The plate 65 is provided with two spaced up
In Fig. 15 is shown a perforation 87 in the plate
turned ears 67 which are perforated to receive a 43. This perforation is in axial alinement with
pivot pin 68. A closure 69 for the passage above the previously described perforation 64 in the
described has one flat end portion O normally plate 60 (Fig. 13).
resting upon the upper surface of the plate 4,
A substantially U-shaped member 90 (Figs. 9

10

which are connected by an integral element 93,
64 by trunnions 94 carried by the legs. The arm

5

and its central portion is pivotally mounted upon
the pivot pin 68. The flat portion TO may be
raised to open the passage and permit the en
trance of a coin. The free edge 7 of the portion
5

20
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0 is arcuate and when the closure is in a normal

position, forms substantially a continuation of
the arcuate edge 56 of the plate 55. The upper
surface of the closure 69 is equipped with an
upturned ear 72 which has a transverse slot 73
therethrough. A link , (Fig. 9), having a per
pendicular end portion 75 engaged within the slot
acts as a means for actuating the closure 69
to an open or closed position.
The previously described perforation 50 in the
plate 4 is provided for the purpose of receiving
an upstanding pivot pin 76 upon which is pivot
ally mounted a lever element 77 (Figs. 9 and 11).
The element 77 acts substantially as a bell-crank,
and consists substantially of a body portion 78
having an integral arm 79 extending in One di
rection and an opposite arm 80 extending from
the body at substantially a forty-five degree angle
from the axis of the arm 9. The arm 79 is con
nected to the link 74 and acts to move the link

5

and 11), having upper and lower legs respectively
indicated by the reference numerals 9 and 92
is pivotally mounted in the perforations B and

80 of the previously described lever element 77
lies between the two legs of the member 9). The
end of the leg 92 has an upturned perforated ear
95, and the end of the arm 80 of the lever ele
ment 77 is equipped with a downturned or de
pending perforated ear 96 (Fig. 1). A helical
retrieving spring 97 is connected between the two

ears 96 and 96. To the free end of the leg 9
of the member 90 is rigidly attached one end of
an arcuate signal element 98 which is equipped
with a scale 99 graduated and numbered to rep

20

25

resent minutes of time or fractions of an hour.
The element 98 is preferably constructed of a
suitable colored translucent material such as

celluloid or the like.

30

As a means for conveying the coln from the
passage, the mouth of which is indicated by the
reference numeral 2, to the passage adjacent the
other end of the plate 55, for moving the men

longitudinally in order to open and close the ber 90 and its signal element 98, for operating 35
closure 69. The body 78 also has a projection 8 the link 4 and consequently the closure B9, for
by which it in turn may be pivotally moved upon Operating the spring 83, and, also for accom

the pin 76. The office of the arm 80 and the

4)

described coln chute 36.

55

plishing other purposes not as yet disclosed here

means by which the lever element is actuated in above, the following described structure is
provided.
Will be more fully described hereinbelow.
As previously described hereinabove, the cen
A flat coin conveying element OO, best seen in
tral portion of the plate 60 bridges between the Fig. 13, having a circular perforation D. lo
block 6 and the adjacent end of the plate 55. cated around the perforation 48 in the plate 4,
A coln passage is therefore formed by the upper is held in slidable engagement with the upper
surface of the plate 4, the adjacent ends of the surface of the plate 4 by a guide element or
block 6 and the plate 55, and the nether surface spider fo? located on the nether face of the plate
of the plate 60. The mouth of this passage is in 4. The spider has two legs O3, one of which
dicated by the reference numeral 82. When the passes upwardly through the previously described
mechanism is installed in the section 3 of the arcuate slot 49 and the other of which is located
housing, the mouth 82 is so located that it con exteriorly of the adjacent edge 04 of the plate
municates with the inner end of the previously 4. The edge 04 has an arcuate protuberance

Refer now more particularly to Fig. 12, where
the nether face of the plate is disclosed. Con
nected at one end to the plate by the rivets
52 and 63 is a spring 83 the end portion 84 of

40

45

05 which together with the slot 49 acts to engage

the legs 3 and act as guides for the partial rota

tion of the element 00. The legs 03 are both

rigidly connected to the element OO. The spider
has a square or other angularly configurated

55

pendicularly and projects upwardly through the a radius substantially equal to the radius of the

80

which passes across the perforation 53 in aline perforation f6 which is in axial alinement with
ment with the previously described rib 88. The the perforations 48 and Ol. The element OD
extreme end portion 85 of the spring is bent per has an arcuate edge of which is struck upon
60

perforation 52 in the plate 4?. The portion 85 arcuate edge 56 of the plate 55 and also substan

65

of the spring 83 acts to normally hold a coln
confined between the rib 88 across the perfora
tion 53, the nether surface of the plate 66, and
the upper surface of the portion 8 thereof.
When the spring 83 is sprung away from the plate
sufficiently to withdraw its end portion 85 from
the perforation 52, a coin which was then con
fined as above described would be permitted to

tially equal to the radius of the edge 7 of the

portion
of the closure 69. Adjacent the ter
mination of the edge 07, the element CO has
an arcuate concave edge portion 08 which is sub 65
stantially of a radius equal to the radius of the
coin O9 with which it is desired to put the de

vice into operation. An arcuate through slot to
extends substantially parallel with the edge 07,
70 pass from its position over the perforation 58. It and communicates with or OpenS into the coin 70
would then leave the previously described coin receiving edge portion 08 of the element 00.
passage, the entrance to which is normally closed The slot 0 and the coin receiving portion 8
by the closure 69. Referring to Figs. 12 and 13, are so located that when the element OO is par
it may be seen that a portion 86 of the spring 83 tially rotated, as is permitted by the leg f in the
75 is partially cut from the spring and is bent up slot 49, a coin which may then be located in the 75

4.
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portion 08 is forced to pass directly over and a manner previously described. The disc f S,
depress the portion 86 of the spring 83. After Segment gear 8, hand 25, and ring 27 are in
the coin has passed over the portion 86, the slot stalled as previously described upon the post ,
0 permits further rotation of the element 00 and the lower end 3 of the post is inserted 5
Within the perforation 48 in the plate 4?. The
5 Without the portion 86 being depressed.
The element 00 is so located, that a coin in upper plate 43 is then placed upon the posts 42
the nuts 44 are tightened down.
serted in the mouth 82 of the previously described and
In configuration, the plate 43 is substantially
coin receiving passage Will fall into the portion
08. Partial rotation of the element will then identical with the plate 4, and the plate 43 0
0 convey the coir over the portion 86 of the Spring is equipped with a perforation, not shown, which
83, and if the closure 69 is in an open position, corresponds to, and When the plates are in an as
position, is in axial alinement with the
the coin will be delivered into the passage lying Sembled
perforation
48. This perforation journals the
beneath the plate 65.
reduced
upper
portion 20 of the post .
A post if having an axial bore 2, and having
The plate 43 has a depending projection 29
its lower end 3 of a diameter adapted to fit
Snugly Within the previously described perfora (Fig. 9) to which one end of the spring f28 is
attached. Subjacent the connected
tion 48 is provided with an outstanding annular removably
flange f4 which is of a diameter adapted to end portion of the hand 25, the segment gear
8 is provided with an upstanding hollow inte
fit snugly within the perforation ?o in the ele
riorly
threaded post 30, the upper end of which
20 ment 00. Around the body of the post and
contacts the nether surface of the hand. The
seated upon the upper surface of the flange 4 hand
this point is provided with a transverse
is a disc 5 which may be rotated thereon. As arcuateat through
slot f3 through which a stud
may best be seen in Fig. 12, the disc is equipped bolt 32 is inserted
and threadedly engaged with
with an outstanding projection f6, and adja
the post 30. The bolt 32 and the post 30 act
25 cent thereto with a through perforation f7
aS means fol' Connecting the hand to the segment
which is threaded. The nether surface of the disc gear
f8 and causing rotation of the hand with
is provided with a depending lug or projection 26 the gear.
The slot 3 permits a slight adjust
which is located adjacent the edge of the disc
ment of position between the gear and the hand.
and which lies in the path of a coin in its travel One
end of the Spring 28 engages the post 30, :
30 from one of the previously described coin pas
and the spring acts as a means for normally
sages to the other. Seated upon the disc 5 holding
the Segment gear at the end of its per
is a segment gear 8 which has an integral up
mitted
travel
in a right-hand direction, and for
standing sleeve 9. The body of the post
it in a deasil direction when it has been
projects a slight distance above the sleeve 3 urging
from its normal position.
and its extreme upper end portion 20 is reduced rotated end
of the previously described shaft 47
in diameter. The periphery of the gear 8 has is Cne
in the previously described perfora
an abrupt shoulder 2 and adjacent a portion tionjournaled
and is equipped with a gear 33 which is
of its edge is provided with a plurality of Spaced at all5f,times
engagement with the teeth 34
perforations 22. The various perforations 22 of the Segmentin gear,
and a usual ratchet connec ...()
40 are designated by numera is 23 which indicate tion 35 is provided between the gear and the
periods of time, either in minutes or in fractions shaft. The connection 35 may be of any de
of hours. The perforations 22 are so located sired type So long as it is adapted to engage the
that any one of them may register With the per'- gear with the shaft when the gear is rotated in
foration T in the disc 5. The relative radial
anti-clockwise direction, and is adapted to
position of the disc 5 and the segment gear & an
permit independent rotation of the gear upon the
may be adjustably positioned by a Set-screw 2: Shaft
in the opposite direction. The ratchet
inserted through one of the perforations 22 and Structure
may consist of a tubular housing
threadedly engaged within the perforation if. 200 having 35
interior
teeth 20?. A spring element
Utilization of the set-screw 24 as above de
202
extends
transversely
through the shaft 47 ;
scribed
acts
to
regulate
and
set
the
disc
and
the
50
gear so as to bring the shoulder 2 and the Within the housing and its perpendicular ends are
adjacent edge of the projection iti 2, desired dis engaged with the teeth 20 t. Thus, when the
tance apart.
55

60

The segment gear 8 is pressed tightiy upor.
the post
and is therefore forced to rotate
With the post when the post is rotated. Around
the post
and against the upper end of the
sleeve 9 is movably positioned one end of an
indicating hand 25 which projects outwardly
past the edge of the segment gear 8 to a point

shaft 47 is rotated in one direction the housing is

not 'Otated but When the shaft is rotated in the

opposite direction the ends of the element 202
engage the teeth 20, and cause rotation of the

housing 200. The housing 200 is preferably made
integral or is otherwise rigidly connected to the
gear 33. AS previously stated, the speed at which
the shaft 47 may rotate is governed by the gear
where it may indicate various numerals or gradu train or Amechanism in the housing 45; however,
ations upon the scale 99 carried by the signal this is true Only upon its rotation in an anti

CO

element 98. Around the post and upon the hand clockwise direction.
After the mechanism thus far described is as
25 is a ring 27 which is pressed firmly in place.
65 A coil spring 28 surrounds the sleeve SS and is Sembled and is positioned within the section 3
confined between the hand 25 and the upper Sur of the housing by a plurality of bolts, not shown,
but which pass through the hollow legs 42 and
face of the segment gear 8.
In assembling the structure thus far described, engage the threaded perforations 34 (Fig. 16) in
the signal 98 and its U-shaped member S is the bosses 3, 32 and 33, a key f40 (Fig. 14) is 70
70 first positioned as illustrated in Fig. 9, and the next installed.
The key consists Substantially of a rod f4 to
spring 97 is connected between the ears 95 and 96.
The link 4 is then connected between the ear One end of Which is rigidly connected in any de
2 and an ear 208 carried by the free end of the sired mannel Such as by pins 42, a perpendicular
arm 79 of the lever element . The element, G. handle 43. Around the rod and adjacent the
y the Spider it; ii. handle is plovided an angular shoulder 44 which 75
75 is attached to the plate
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is of a size and configuration to barely fit within independently of the spring 6 and the arm 58
the angular perforation
in the spider fe2. normally holds the link in a position in which
Between the shoulder 44 and the adjacent face the pin 55 and link 56 are at the end of their
of the handle 48, the rod is provided with an
most remote from the escapement wheel
enlarged cylindrical portion 4 which is adapted throws
46.
to workably fit within the perforation 27 of the
The ears 66 and 67 and the pivot pin 69
boss 26 of the housing section 3. The portion 45 are so located with relation to each other that
terminates in another enlargement 46 which when the link B5 is moved to the end of its
forms an abrupt annular shoulder
which 3on throw toward the escapement wheel 46, the
O tacts the exterior surface of the section . The spring 8 is barely bent sufficiently to prevent its 10
portion 45 is of sufficient length to barely pass retrieving the link. However, the least move
through the perforation 27 in the housing sec ment of the link 65 by the pin 55 and the arm
tion and to contact with its end the lower face
58 will cause it to be straightened and it will
of the spider 2.
then retrieve the link to the opposite end of its
5 The rod 4 passes through the perforation 4
throw even though movement of the arm 53
in the plate 4, through the bore 2 of the post were discontinued at this point. Therefore, when 15
lf, through the perforation in the plate 8 which the arm f S3 barely moves the pin 55 in a direc
has previously been described herein as being in tion away from the wheel 46, the spring 68 in
anement with the perforation 48, and extends stantly carries the link 65, the pin S5, and the
20 for a considerable distance above the upper sur link 5 to the opposite ends of their throws. 20
face of the upper plate .
This action, of course, causes an abrupt action
The reference numeral j indicates a sleeve of the shoe 59 against the hub
of the escape
which is connected by a set-screw
to the por ment wheel, and insures that the wheel is started
tion of the rod
which projects above the into operation.
plate 48. The lower end of the sleeve is rigidly
Operation
25
connected to or made integral with two spaced
The
mechanism
40
is
installed
within
the
sec
arms 2 and 58. Adjacent the post 4 and
of the housing as previously described,
within the radial path of the two arms 52 and tion
and the two sections are locked together. When
8, the plate 48 is provided with a through slot installed,
the opening 82 of the coin passage is in
30 St. A pin 55 is slidably disposed within the
registration
with the inner end of the coin chute 30
slot 54 and beneath the plate the pin is rigidly 86, and the perforation
53 in the plate 4 f is then
connected to one end of a link S which extends located in alinement with
the small window 29
toward the gear-train housing 5 to a point be in
the section 3. The signal 98 is normally in a
neath it. Beneath the housing 45 the plate 43 is

40

provided with a second slot ST and the link 56
at this point is bent upwardly and passes through
the slot 57 into the housing 45 as is indicated
at 58. The link extends within the housing to
a point adjacent the escapement wheel 4, where
it terminates in a shoe US). When the link 56
is moved longitudinally toward the escapement
wheel, the shoe S9 is brought into frictional en
gagement with a hub B of the wheel 46, and
when the link noves longitudinally away from the
wheel 46, the movement of the shoe acts to start
the wheel into rotation, thus insuring positive

position just below the windows 23 and 24 and
the hand 25 is normally at the left hand end of

35

its throw, looking at the front of the section 3.

The coin container 9 is of course positioned within
housing sections are locked together.
To start the device into operation, a coin of the
proper denomination is inserted in the chute 36.
The coin passes from the chute through the

the sleeve portion 5 of the housing before the
40

opening 2 into the first coin passage, and gravi
tates through the passage into the pocket formed
by the concave edge portions f of the coin con
element OD. The handle 43 of the key
starting of the gear train. The arms 2 and 3 veying
f is then rotated manually to the end of its

50

are the means by which the link it is moved
longitudinally in opposite directions. Upon par
tial rotation of the sleeve in one direction, the
arm 52 acts to contact the upper or protruding
end portion of the pin S and move the link to
ward the wheel 46, while upon partial rotation of

throw in a deasil direction, and is then released
to the action of the spring 6 which returns it
to its original position.

50

As the handle is rotated, the spider O2 and
the element 00 are also rotated. The coin is
the sleeve in an opposite direction, the arm 53 therefore borne into engagement with the projec
55 contacts the pin and moves the arm in an Oppo tion 26 upon the edge of the segment gear 8
and the segment gear together with the disc 5 5
site direction. A coil spring
has one of its is
caused to rotate with the element 100.
ends engaged with the set-screw U and its Inthereby
its
travel
the coln passes over and depresses
other end is connected to an upstanding projec
portion 6 of the spring 83. As the disc
tion 2 carried by the plate 48. The spring acts the5 approaches
end of its permitted rotation
to normally hold the sleeve to the right hand end the leading edge the
of
the
projection 6 contacts the 60
of its radial throw.
projection
f
of
the
lever
element 77. Movement
In order to insure a quick or instant movement of the element TT accomplishes
things simul
of the shoe
so as to positively start the wheel taneously, viz., the opening oftwo
the
closure 89,
4, the following described structure is provided.
65 An upwardly projecting bracket f is carried and the raising of the signal 98 into a position
where it may be seen through either of the win
by the plate 18 and is provided with an end por dows
2 or 24.
tion 4 which lies substantially parallel to the
The
97 is so arranged that when the
upper surface of the plate. One end of a link its signal isspring
in a raised position it will remain in such
is pivotally connected by a pivot pin f to the
position until the lever element is forced to
70 portion f of the bracket, and its other end is anove,
by another agency than the spring, but 70
bifurcated and embraces the protruding end of that the
movement of the element 7
the pin S. An upwardly projecting ear
is will releaseslightest
it to the action of the spring 97 which
carried by the plate 4 and a depending ear 67 will then return it to its lowered position.
is carried by the link 5. Between the ears fB
The partial rotation of the segment gear if
75 and B is connected a retrieving spring
which winds the driving spring 28, and during this 75
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rotation the ratchet mechanism 35 permits the
gear 33 to turn freely upon the shaft 47 without
imparting any movement to any of the gears of
5

the gear train.
As the handle reaches the end of its rotation
in a clockwise direction the arm 52 of the sleeve

50 contacts the pin 55 and moves the link 56
wheel 46, and when the handle is released to the
action of the spring 6 and is returned thereby

to the end of its throw toward the escapement
1)

in an anti-clockwise direction to its original posi

ning and ending, espectively, of the parking pe
riod; that the device may be easily and quickly
adjusted to cover various parking periods; that
the remaining time of a parking period will at
all times be indicated by the hand 25 and the
Scale 99; and, that only a coin of the proper
denomination may be used to actuate the device.
Obviously, the invention is susceptible of emi
bodiment in forms other than that which is illus
trated in the accompanying drawings and de
scribed herein, and applicable for uses and pur
poses other than as detailed, and I therefore con

tion, the arm 53 contacts the pin and starts it sider as my own all such modifications and adap
toward its original position. As the pin is started

10

to move toward its original position, the Spring tations and other uses of the form of the device 5
68 carries it to the end of its throw and the shoe herein described as fairly fall within the scope
f 59 imparts movement to the hub f60 and the of my invention.
Having thus described my invention, what is
escapement wheel 46.
When the handle is released to return to its claimed and desired to be Secured by Letters
original position, the element 00 and the spider Patent, is:
1. In a parking meter, a driving mechanism 20
O2 are carried with it and consequently the coin
is released from engagement with the projection adapted to operate at a given speed for a given
26. The release occurs at a time when the clo period of time, a signal manually operated coin
sure 69 is in an open position and the coin there controlled means for moving the signal into a
fore enters by gravity into the passage beneath Signalling position, operative connections be 25
the mechanism and the signal for moving
the plate 65 and comes to rest against the end tween
portion 85 of the spring 83. When in this posi the signal out of signalling position, graduations
tion the coin is visible through the window 29 representing units of time carried by the signal,
and perforation 53. It is therefore possible to and means co-acting with the graduations for
determine without opening the housing whether indicating units of time.
2. In a parking meter, a driving mechanism 30
a coin or a slug has been used to operate the
device. A coin of less size than that which the adapted to operate at a given speed for a given
device is designed to accommodate will not bridge period of time, a signal, manually operated coin
between the element OO and the projection 26 controlled means for moving the signal into a
carried by the segment gear, and the chute 36 signalling position, operative connections be
is so designed that a coin of greater diameter can tween the mechanism and the signal for moving 35
the signal out of signalling position, graduations
not be inserted.
After the handle has been released as above representing units of time carried by the signal,
described, the spring 28 drives the segment gear and a hand driven by the mechanism and co
to rotate in an anti-clockwise direction, and the acting with the graduations for indicating units 40
40 hand 25 of course travels with the gear. The of time,
3. In a coin controlled parking meter, the
hand therefore co-acts with the Scale to indicate
the portion of the time remaining of the original Combination with a driving mechanism includi
ing a gear train having a driving spring and
parking period.
When the gear 8 reaches its original position, having a governing means limiting its operation
the shoulder 2 carried thereby contacts the to a given speed, said train limited to operate 45
projection 8 and moves the element TT toward only for a given period of time upon each wind
its original position. Upon the slightest move ing of the Spring to a certain tension, of a pair
axially alined discs one of which is adapted
ment of the element TT in this direction the spring of
97 is permitted to act in bringing the signal to its to be rotatively driven by the driving mechanism
and the other of which is adapted to be selectively
50 lowered position.
The action of the spring 83 causes the release and rigidly connected to the driven disc in vari
of each previously deposited coin into the con Ous rotative positions, a manually rotated coin
tainer 9 and holds the current coin in view, conveyol adapted to be keyed to the second disc.
therefore, the entire parking period is available by a coin and cause rotation of the second disc 55
55 within which an officer may detect whether or in a direction to wind the Spring when a coin
is present, means for returning the conveyor to
not a slug has been used to actuate the device.
The distance between the projection 26 upon its Original position and for releasing the coin
the disc 5 and the shoulder 2 upon the Seg therefrom when the conveyor is manually re
ment gear 8 may be varied by the insertion leased, a signal, operative connections between 60
60 of the set-screw 24 into various ones of the the signal and the second disc for operating the
perforations 22 in the segment gear 8. There signal to a signalling position when the disc
fore, the time it takes for the segment gear and reaches the limit of its rotation in one direc
the hand 25 to be returned to their original tion, and means carried by the first disc for
positions after being propelled to the right hand engaging Said connections and Operating the sig 65
65 end of their throws may be regulated to accom nal to a non-signalling position when the second
disc reaches the limit of its rotation in the other
modate various parking periods.
From the foregoing description it may be seen direction.
4. In a coin controlled parking meter, the
that the signal 98 will be in view through the
Windows 23 or 24 during the permitted period combination with a clock mechanism including
70
70 of parking times; that the last inserted coin iO9 a driving spring and a Speed governing means,
of
a
first
disc
rotatively
driven
by
the
clock
will be visible through the window 29 during the
entire parking period; that a positive means has mechanism, a projection carried by the first
been provided for starting the gear train into op disc, a Second disc axially alined with and adapted
eration at the proper instant; that the signal 98 for rotation upon the same axis with the first 75
75 will be quickly raised and lowered at the begin disc, a projection carried by the second disc,
5
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means for rigidly connecting the discs together
10. A parking meter comprising: a driving
at various positions to alter the distance between mechanism adapted to operate at an average
the projections, manually actuated coin operable speed; an operation disclosing signal; coin con
means for rotating the discs in a direction to
wind the spring, a signal adapted to be moved
into and out of a signalling position; and opera
tive mechanism operable on contact by the pro
jection carried by said second disc to move the

trolled means for moving the signal in one direc
tion, operative oonnections between the mecha
nism and the signal for moving the signal in the
opposite direction; and means driven by the driv
ing mechanism for indicating the elapse of time.
ll. A parking meter comprising: a timing
signal to a signalling position, and on contact
O by the projection carried by said first disc to mechanism; a signal; manually operated coin O
move the signal to a non-signalling position.
controlled means for moving the signal into sig
5. Organization as described in claim 4, and nalling position: Operative connections between
means for returning the coin operable means to the mechanism and the signal for moving the sig
its Original position after it has been manually nal out of signalling position; and means driven
5 rotated away from its normal position.
by the mechanism and COOperating with the signal 5
6. Organization as described in claim 4, in to indicate the elapse of time.
cluding means for returning the coin operable
12. In a coin Controlled time measuring meter:
means to its Original position, and means op a time measuring flag having indicia thereon; a
erable by said coin operable means during its driven time gear; a time indicating pointer car
return movement for releasing the clock mecha ried by the gear for indicating the elapse of time 20
nism to start Operation.
in co-operation with said indicia on said flag;
7. In a parking meter, a driving mechanism coin controlled means for raising said flag into a
adapted to Operate at a given speed, a signal, position of visible display and for setting said
manually operated coin control means for moving indicator with relation to the indicia on the flag;
25 the signal into a signalling position, operative con means for holding said flag in said raised posi
nections between the mechanism and the signal tion; and means for releasing said flag holding
for moving the signal out of signalling position, means after a predetermined period of time has
graduations representing units of time carried by elapsed; said flag adapted to move to a non
the signal, and means co-acting with the gradu visible position when said holding means is re
30 ations for indicating units of time.
leased.
13. In a coin controlled time measuring meter:
8. In a parking meter, a driving mechanism
adapted to operate at a given speed, a signal hav a time measuring flag having indicia thereon; a
ing graduations indicating periods of time, a nov time gear; a time indicating pointer carried by
able hand driven by the mechanism for indicating the gear for indicating elapse of time in co
35 various ones of the graduations, manually oper operation with the indicia on said flag; means for 35
ated coin controlled means for moving the signal rotating said gear at an average predetermined
into a signalling position and for setting the hand speed; coin controlled means for moving the flag
with relation to the graduations, and means oper into a position of visible display, for setting the
ated by the mechanism for moving the signal out indicator with relation to the indicia. On the flag,

of signalling position at the expiration of a pre and for starting rotation of said time gear; and
means for moving the flag to a non-visible posi
determined period of time.
9. Organization as described in claim 8, and tion after a predetermined period of time has
means for selectively limiting the travel of the elapsed.
hand.

CAR. C. MAGE.
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